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Budget requests
top $1.7 billion
By PRISCILLA TINKER
Staff writer

IBE MASAYUKI/Staff photographer

Spread the Word

Ruth Mercy Warneki (middle) attempts to give a pamphlet of doctrine to a student Monday morning while
helping her father, Michael Warneki, a religious evangelist, in the South Quad.

Key boxes being installed in dorms

BY MATT ADRIAN
Campus Editor

New master key boxes are being installed into
all the residence halls to give the fire department
access to dorm rooms in case of a fire.
Michael Doerr, construction project coordinator,
said that all of the residence halls will have one of
these boxes located near the front door.
The boxes will hold the master key for the

residence hall. The key to open the box is in a box
in a fire engine and that box only can be opened
by a radio signal from the central fire department.
Doerr said physical plant employees were
concerned with the safety of the boxes. He said
the boxes will be built into the brick work of the
residence halls and be hard to remove.
Doerr said the boxes should be installed by the
beginning of Christmas break. The project would

Various Illinois state universities are requesting more than
$1.7 billion from the state for
operational and capital budgeting for fiscal year 1998 for
operations, grants and capital
improvements
around
campuses.
The budget requests, which
were submitted to the Illinois
Board of Higher Education
Tuesday, range from 5.9 percent
more state funds requested from
Southern Illinois University at
Edwardsville to a 14.7 percent
increase at Chicago State
University, said Debra Smitley,
the associate director for public
affairs for the IBHE.
The requests are for
operational and capital budgets.
The operational budget covers
all costs that are not included in
the university's fixed costs.
Fixed costs include heat, water
and electricity bills, and faculty
and staff salaries. The capital
budgeting is financed through
bonds from the Illinois General
Assembly to help remodel
facilities around campuses.
Smitley said there has been
no increases in the amount of
bonds for two years because
there must be a three-fifths vote
in both the Illinois House of
Representatives and the Senate
for one to be passed.
"There hasn't been bond
money available for the capital
budget projects because the
General Assembly hasn't
increased the limit of bonds
issued," Smitley said.
Eastern has requested more
than $67 million for its
operational budget. This is a 9.5
percent increase from last year's
budget. This increase is the
second highest in the state.
Of that $67 million, nearly
$32 million is for the capital
budget.
Jill Nilsen, special assistant
to Eastern President David

See KEYS page 2

Jorns, said last week the money
from the capital budget will be
used to help remodel Booth
Library, the Fine Arts Center,
accessibility improvements and
the Life Science Building.
According to a report issued
by the IBHE, Chicago State
University is requesting more
than $50 million, which is $6
million more than this year's
budget.
"The reason for our request is
because our full-time student
equivalent (enrollment) has
increased 63 percent, and our
internal operational budget has
only increased 23 percent," said
Wayne Rath, who is from the
Chicago State University
Budgeting and Planning Office.
The operational budget for
Chicago State University
includes technology enhancements, salary increases, student
retention
programs
and
improvements for undergraduate
programs, Rath said.
He said Chicago State
University requested $23
million for its capital budgeting.
Rath added the money will be
used to remodel buildings, for
technology enhancements, to
reduce deferred maintenance
and to increase classroom space.
Western Illinois University
requested more than $78 million
for its operational and capital
budgeting. This is a 9.5 percent
increase over this year's request,
which was which was more than
$71 million.
"This request for funds
includes a 6.5 percent increase
in salaries for faculty and staff,"
said John Maguire, Western
Illinois University spokesman.
Also included in the budget is
$2.69 million, which will be
used for various equipment and
operational projects, Maguire
said.
Maguire said the capital
budget request for Western
includes money appropriated for
four major projects. The four
See BUDGET page 2

Community education to begin about emergency 911 system
By JODI SMITH
Staff writer

The Coles County 911 Board will begin
educating residents and emergency
responders about the 911 system.
“(We must) educate the community on
what a 911 call is,” said Rex Roberts,
chairman of the 911 board.
“911 is only for an emergency.”
The board plans to visit schools in the
county, including Eastern, to explain the
system and answer citizens’ and students’

questions.
Roberts said the plan also involves
educating volunteer firemen and sheriff’s
deputies on how to respond to emergencies
in rural areas. Roberts said he has
contacted Douglas, Christian and
Montgomery counties to inquire how they
informed the public about their 911
systems.
The Coles County 911 system will be
“state-of-the-art” and include an enhanced
grid system.
The system will show the dispatcher

exactly where the caller’s house is located,
Roberts said.
The board decided to educate the public
and rescue workers after people voiced
opposition to the address changes.
All residents whose addresses are going
to be changed will be notified by mail by
the end of November.
Coles County residents voted in favor of
installing the 911 system in April 1993.
“(We are) implementing the wishes of
the voters,” Roberts said.
Although members of the 911 board

were appointed by the Coles County Board,
911 members serve on a voluntary basis.
The rural areas in Coles County that face
address changes are being handled by the
911 Board.
The address changes in Charleston and
Mattoon are being handled by each city.
There were 800 address changes
originally scheduled for Charleston, but
after public opposition, the city council
decided to reduce the number to 16
addresses. Those 16 address changes were
requested by the residents at the addresses.

Father suspected of killing 30,000 crosses transforms
four children in their beds field into symbolic ‘cemetery’

LAURENS, S.C. (AP) – A millworker
suspected of murdering his son and three
stepchildren in their beds was found dead
in a reservoir Monday after leaving a message for his estranged wife to pick up
“four packages’’ at home.
Johnny Satterwhite, 37, apparently
drowned himself after his wife discovered
their children’s bodies, along with his note,
Sunday afternoon.
“Basically it told her to have a Merry
Christmas, used some profanity and said
she would be alone in ‘97,’’ Laurens
Police Chief Robin Morse said.
Satterwhite also asked his employer
Friday to remove Bertha Satterwhite as
beneficiary of his life insurance policy,
Morse said. The couple, married about 12
years, had been separated at least a week.
Mrs. Satterwhite discovered the bodies
of his son, 10-year-old Christopher, and
his three stepchildren, 13-year-old Johnny
Gary, 14-year-old Terrance Gary and 16year-old Mary Gary, late Sunday.
She had been called by a mutual friend
of the couple who told her to go to the
family home, saying “there were four
packages there for her’’ that had been left
by Satterwhite, Morse said.
The boys had each been shot twice in
the head and the girl was shot three times.
All four were lying in their pajamas in bed.
Morse did not know an exact time of
death, but said the children could have
been killed as early as Thursday since they
were not at school Friday.
A search of the small one-story brick
and wood house turned up a 22-caliber
revolver, which was bought Thursday at a

IBHE

TREMONT, Ill. (AP) – The work begins
shortly after dawn on a cold, windy
Saturday: push a cross into the ground and
move on, push a cross in and move on. For
nearly eight hours, the band of abortion
opponents keeps going.
When they finish to hold a brief prayer
service, the group is one day closer to their
goal of transforming a barren corn field into
a “cemetery” dramatizing the cost of abortion.
With a few more days of work the cemetery will contain 30,000 crosses – one for
each abortion performed in an average week
across the country, the group says – arrayed
in the shape of the United States.
“We’re basically trying to help people
understand the enormity of the situation,”
said volunteer Lori Ramirez. “When you
say 30,000 abortions happen in a week ...
it’s just a number. But when you see that
many crosses and realize each cross represents a child, it’s pretty overwhelming.” The
display is not pretty.
The crosses vary in size from 18 inches
tall to just 5 or 6 inches. Some are white,
others tan. Some even have bright red or

local pawn shop, along with a box of lownoise bullets. Police also found
Satterwhite’s note to his wife in the living
room.
The friend who relayed Satterwhite’s
message apparently was unaware of the
killings, Morse said.
Warrants charging Satterwhite with
murder were issued before his truck was
found five miles north of Laurens on
Monday. Police used bloodhounds to
search the woods nearby, and Satterwhite’s
body was pulled from the Clinton city
reservoir a few hours later.
No cause of death had been determined,
but there were no indications of foul play,
Laurens County Coroner Zack Seymour
said.
An autopsy was scheduled for Tuesday.
Satterwhite’s father, Luther Evans, said
that he last saw his son two weeks ago and
that the younger man gave no indication of
any problems with his wife.
“I seen the children with him all the
time,’’ Evans said.
“He’s a great father to those children.’’
“It’s unbelievable, because you see them
all the time,’’ said Helen Turner, who lives
next door. “He was a hard-working man
and they were an ideal family. That man
would get out there in that yard over there
and wrestle with those little boys. You
couldn’t ask for a better father.’’ “This is
just very hard to swallow,’’ said Brenzella
Hill, who works at a laundry where
Satterwhite often took the children.
“It’s shaken me because you would
have thought they were a very happy family.’’

KEYS

yellow arms, the result of being made from
the castoffs of a ruler manufacturer.
They stand next to I-155, about 15 miles
south of Peoria. That means passersby will
see them, but it also means the whoosh of
traffic is constant.
Similar displays – dubbed Cemeteries of
the Innocents by their sponsors – are a staple of the anti-abortion movement. They
pop up on college campuses, state capitol
lawns, church grounds. But most consist of
a few hundred or few thousand crosses.
Organizers don’t make a big deal of it,
but they say this may be the nation’s largest
cross display.
Rebecca Lindstedt, a spokeswoman for
the American Life League in Washington,
doesn’t disagree.
“Thirty thousand! That’s a lot,” she said.
“I’ve never heard of one that large.” An
engineer mapped out the site so the display
would look like the United States, said organizer Dan Smith of Central Illinois Right to
Life. Volunteers make the crosses on
weeknights. Then they put them in place on
Saturdays – it will take all five Saturdays in
November to do the job.

from page one

cost $5,000 to install. The fire department is
providing the boxes.
Physical Plant Director Ted Weidner said
the fire department suggested that the boxes
be installed after an October 1994 fire in
Carman Hall raised concern about the fire
departments ability to get into dorm rooms.
According to a article in the Oct. 11 Daily

Eastern News, a fire gutted the sixth floor of
Carman Hall causing 45 students to displaced
for a month. The students were housed in residence hall lounges and vacant rooms until
they could move back into their old rooms.
The fire was caused by a curling iron left on a
bed and incurred an estimated $100,000 in
damage.

from page one

projects would include utility improvements, science building renovations, a
combining of the Brooks Center, a center
for African American students, and the
Hispanic Student Center and renovations
for a recital hall.
Illinois State University requested more
than $124 million from the state, which is a
7 percent increase over this year's budget
request.
According to Sue Harbak, an Illinois
State University Budgeting and Planning
Office employee, the $93 million operational budget request will be used to pay for
increases in faculty and staff salaries and
basic operations.
The remaining $31 million will be used
for water system replacement, building
remodeling and other campus improvements.
The University of Illinois at
Champaign/Urbana has requested more
than $26 million, which is a 6.5 percent
increase.
According to Randy Kangas, from the

AT

Chicago State University
Eastern Illinois University
Western Illinois University
Governor State University
Northern Illinois University
Northeastern Illinois University
SIU-Carbondale
Illinois State University
University of Illinois in Champaign
SIU-Edwardsville

$50,100,700
$67,560,400
$78,009,200
$32,740,100
$154,625,400
$53,832,200
$207,961,800
$124,176,600
$427,154,800
$80,510,700

University of Illinois Budgeting and
Planning Office, the increase is needed to
make faculty and staff salaries more competitive with other universities.
"Salaries at the Champaign/Urbana cam-
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pus are 10 percent to 12 percent behind
other universities," Kangas said.
The funds from the capital budget would
also go to building repairs and renovations
and to build an agriculture and consumer

economics library, Kangas said.
According to the IBHE report, the other
state universities that have requested funds
from the state include: Northeastern Illinois
University has requested almost $54 million, which is a 7.5 percent increase;
Northern Illinois University requested a 8.9
percent increase, which is more than $154
million; and Southern Illinois University at
Carbondale requested a 7.5 percent
increase, which is almost $208 million.
Smitley said unlike state universities, private institutions receive money through private grants, not the state.
Illinois community colleges also requested more than $283 million, which is an
increase of 8.8 percent from this year's budget. Funding for community colleges are
made by joint requests from all the colleges.
Smitley said the IBHE will now start to
look at all of the budget requests to determine their budget recommendations. They
will then submit the recommendations to
the General Assembly and Gov. Jim Edgar
to review.

The Ladies of

ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA
Proudly present our

NEW INITIATES!

Alicia Haley
Jen Bachman
Tricia Oliver
Suzanne Hamilton
Janelle Bailey
Tammany Olson
Megan Hansen
Jamie Basile
Lisa Puzerewski
Stephanie Harp
Sarah Blair
Karen Reyff
Beth Hawkins
Patti Bohac
Meredith
Smietanski
Kristen Hayen
Liz Bold
Rachael
Smith
Emily Hoff
Jennifer Bourg
Mandy Sneed
Jill Jacobs
Aimee Bowen
Amy Striblen
Julie Johnson
Ronda Coston
Janah Sudduth
Mindy Johnson
Jolyn Daugherty
Jenny Valencia
Sarah Kiernan
Terri Deutscher Stephanie Kokenes
Kari Weiten
Jaynie Doerr
Jana Wendling
Danielle Longeway
Kim Fetzer
Erin Wesley
Amy Loven
Stephanie Freer
Stacey
Winters
Tracy Nelson
Deanna Gunnell Bridget Neumann
Marissa Zolna
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Meeting with Edgar
to be rescheduled
Governor to attend funeral

By MOLLY STEWARDSON
Staff writer

The Student Action Team canceled
a trip to Springfield scheduled for
Wednesday because Gov. Jim Edgar
attended Cardinal Joseph Bernardin’s
funeral.
The Student Action Team was
going to meet with Edgar and other
leadership in the house and senate to
lobby from the student’s perspective,
said Brian Anderson, student vice
president for public affairs.
Anderson said he was going to meet
with David Worshing, chair of appropriations committee.
Other members of the Student
Action Team would have met with
representatives from their home disSARAH WONG/Associate photo editor trict.
Anderson said he thinks the university deserves more money from the
Young Scrooge, played by Chris Hartley, reads his school book while Scrooge, played by Jason state.
Arnold, a junior theater arts major, looks over his shoulder and remembers what his Christmas was
“We are letting the legislation know
like in his past during a play practice Monday night in the Studio of the Fine Arts Building.
students care,” Anderson said.
Anderson said the students are concerned with deferred maintenance,
faculty salaries and state-appropriated
dollars.
By BRITT CARSON
Eastern has the highest amount of
City editor

‘Tis the season

Underage drinkers to face charges

Four students were cited with alcohol related
charges at 12:05 a.m. Friday at Friend’s & Co.,
509 Van Buren Ave.
Jason Mikuzis, 19, of 715 Grant Ave., was cited
with a minor frequenting a licensed premise, the
purchase/acceptance of alcohol by a minor and the
use of a false ID.
Tanya Rahn, 20, of 761 Eighth St., was cited
with a minor frequenting a licensed premise and
the purchase/acceptance of alcohol by a minor.
Michael Doyle, 18, of 1429 Seventh St., was
cited with a minor frequenting a licensed premise
and the purchase/acceptance of alcohol by a
minor.
Abigail Koller, 20, of 761 Eighth St., was cited
with a minor frequenting a licensed premise.
In other city and campus police news:
■ Andrea Bauer, 18, of 810 Carman Hall;
Stacey Sutter, 18, of 104 Carman Hall; and James
Leathers, 19, of 956 Sixth St., were cited with the
purchase/acceptance of alcohol by a minor, minors
frequenting a licensed premise and use of a false
ID.
■ Joseph Kienzler, 19, of 259 Carman Hall, was
cited with a minor frequenting a licensed premise,
use of a false ID and possession of alcohol by a
minor. All four students were cited at 11:23 p.m.

Police

“

care.”

We are letting the legislation know students

–Brian Anderson,
student vice president for
public affairs

deferred maintenance, the lowest faculty salaries and the lowest state
appropriated dollars per student,
Anderson said.
He said there would be other groups
from Eastern going to Springfield to
lobby for money for the university.
The Student Action team decided
not to go to Springfield on Wednesday
because the original intent of the trip
was to meet with the governor,
Anderson said.
This was to be the first trip up to
Springfield this year by the Student
Action Team, Anderson said.
The Student Action Team has
rescheduled their trip for Dec. 4.

BLOTTER

Thursday at Ike’s Tavern.
■ Daniel Beaudry, 19, of 2219 Ninth St., and
Michael Kjeldsen, 19, of Worth, were cited with
the purchase/acceptance of alcohol by a minor and
the sale/gift of alcohol to a minor. Beaudry was
also cited with the possession of drug paraphernalia.
■ David Beaudry, 20, of Worth, and Peter
Panico, 19, of 264 Carman Hall were cited with
the purchase/acceptance of alcohol by a minor. All
four were cited at 2 a.m. Nov. 9 at 2219 Ninth St.
■ Michael Cook, 19, of 2210 Ninth St., was
cited at 6:01 p.m. Saturday at his residence with
the purchase/acceptance of alcohol by a minor,
possession of alcohol by a minor and possession
of a keg permitted to another address.
■ Derek Mummel, 19, of Jewett, was cited at
8:44 a.m. Saturday at 238 University Estates with
battery and consumption of alcohol by a minor.
■ Lyndon Getty, 39, of Anchor, was cited at
11:52 p.m. Friday at 705 W. Lincoln Ave. with
driving under the influence of alcohol and illegal
transportation of alcohol.

Meeting to discuss art integration

By CHRIS WISE
Staff writer

The Association of Childhood Education
International will discuss how to integrate arts
into the curriculum today.
The meeting will be held at 7 p.m. in the
Coleman Hall Auditorium. This is the last
meeting of the year.
The featured speaker for the event, Helen
Krehbiel-Reed, from Eastern’s music department, will share her research on early childhood development with music and its benefits
for total learning and preparation for learning.
Krehbiel-Reed said her work with children
and students has given her the knowledge to
address this subject.

“I strongly believe that music is a vital part
of preparing students for education,” KrehbielReed said.
She worked for 20 years in the public
school system before she starting working at
Eastern.
Krehbiel-Reed also said she has held many
presentations similar to this topic, and “accumulated ideas” for her upcoming presentation.
“I’ve done a lot of presentations, not particularly on this topic, but on similar ones, as
well as classroom work,” Krehbiel-Reed said.
The meeting is open to the public and there
is no charge to attend.
“I think this will be a positive experience
and I am hopeful that it will be well-received,
Krehbiel-Reed said.”

Lead the way

SARAH WONG/Associate photo editor

C. Emdad Haque, an associate professor of geography at Brandson University
in Manitoba, Canada, speaks to more than 100 students and faculty members on
“A Quest for a Habitat: Settlement and Population Changes on the Prairies,” in
Room 332 of the Physical Science Building Monday night.
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Senate members need
to be accountable, give
reasons for resigning
Four Student Senate members resigned from
their positions last week – and no one except
Senate Speaker Jeff Zilch knows why.
Zilch said they all resigned, and that he did
not and would not tell the student body why the
elected officials stepped down from their positions.
“There is no policy where they have to submit a written or verbal
form of resignation,”
Zilch said. “If it is a personal reason, do you
need to know that? No.”
He’s right. Students don’t have the right to
know all the details, problems and personal
conflicts in a senate member’s life. However,
they do have the right to know if their elected
representative resigned because of an academic, medical, time conflict or personal reason.
Senate members can be vague in explaining
why they couldn’t complete their term in office
and still protect themselves from exposing their
personal life to the student body.
“I think if it’s that personal, then students
don’t need to know everything,” said Student
Body President Jason Anselment. “But there
are ways to express the reason so it’s not that
personal.”
Student senate members need to explain why
they resign from their positions.
Since there is no current policy, the senate
needs to add a bylaw that would make resigning senate members explain their resignation
through a letter to the senate.
“It’s something we should definitely look
at,” said Anselment in regards to a bylaw
change. “Sometimes things are so common that
they’re not written down and we don’t even no
it.”
In the past, senate members have written letters of resignation. However, they didn’t have
to – they simply wanted to say their farewells
and give a last bit of advice to the existing senate, Anselment said.
Senate members need to be accountable to
the student body when they are on the senate
and when they are leaving it.
These elected student representatives need to
answer to the students if they want to earn the
respect of the student body.

Colleges around the country are
struggling to find ways to increase
diversity among students, but keep
in accordance with laws that are
sweeping the nation.
In California, for example, voters
approved Proposition 209, which
bars that state from using preferences based on gender or race. That NATALIE GOTT
means California colleges will no Regular columnist
longer be able to admit students
based solely on their sex or their
race. That also means scholarships
awarded to minorities and women are illegal.
In Texas this summer, the 5th Circuit Court of Appeals
ruled that diversity was not a valid reason for race-based preferences and outlawed this type of admissions policy at a university. Texas, Louisiana and Mississippi are represented in the
5th district.
In Maryland, the 4th Circuit Court of Appeals ruled that a
merit-based scholarship program at the University of
Maryland for which only African-Americans are eligible was
unconstitutional.
The court ruled that such a scholarship program could be
valid only if strong evidence that past discrimination makes
such a program necessary and that the program is tailored to
reach that goal.
These rulings are setting precedents. They are saying that
discrimination affects everyone, not necessarily the minority.
But if programs and scholarships that do look solely at
minorities for admissions are being abolished, what do universities do to ensure that the rate of minority students grows or,
at best, maintains at its current level?
Some universities in the state offer programs that target
minorities for admissions.

Some of the programs are based
solely for minorities. Others
include all races.
A program at Western Illinois
University has a program that
allows students who do not meet
standard admission requirements to
enroll in a program called Chance.
The program is similar to
Eastern’s Gateway program except
that students of all races are admitted.
“A vast majority of these students are students of color,” said LeRoy Mitchell, director of
the Chance program.
Southern Illinois University offers a similar program.
Illinois State University operates a program almost identical
to Eastern’s Gateway program. Native Americans, Latino
Americans, Asian Americans and African Americans that
don’t meet standard admission criteria for the university can be
admitted into a program called COAP.
“The trend now is not to be so specific to race,” said Jewel
Gray, an academic coordinator and adviser at ISU. “I still think
that there are racially-based issues that are still there and as
long as they are there, there is still a need for this.”
And, she is right.
But if courts are going to continue to cut back race-based
preference programs, schools need to be ready.
That doesn’t necessarily mean the universities need to eliminate current programs. But it does mean that schools need to
have programs ready if that time comes.

“ ... if courts
are going to
cut back
race-based
preference
programs,
schools need
to be ready.”

–Natalie Gott is associate news editor and a regular columnist for The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail address is
cunmg@bgu.edu.

Editorial

“

today’s quote

Calling attention isn’t the same thing
as explaining.

L e t

–John Ashbery
y o u r

v o i c e
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Voting ‘no’ to proposed
University College may
rob students of service
Dear editor:
The Task Force on Lower Division
Student Services proposed that an
administrative structure be formed to
improve academic services to undergraduate students at Eastern. This was one of
three recommendations made in the task
force’s report. Unfortunately, the focus of
the debate has been on the name
University College and the title of the
administrator of the unit. Benefits to students with the implementation of these
recommendations have been overlooked
and overshadowed.
The proposed administrative structure
is not a radical change from the current
Office of Academic Development,
which includes the Counseling Center,
Academic Assistance Center, Testing
Services and Disability Services. The
proposed University College would
include these academic service units and,
in addition, administer Freshman
Seminars, coordinate tutorial services
and provide other support academic services for students. The task force recommended that the existing unit of
Academic Development be maintained
but that the unit augment its focus on student academic services. This is not a “big
change.”
The task force delineated problems
encountered by students as they matriculate at Eastern. One of the most significant problems students experience is sec-

h e a r d .

E - m a i l

your turn
ond tier admission criteria to programs or
majors. The task force learned that many
students who are in good standing with
the university are unable to continue in
their selected majors because they do not
meet program or major admission criteria. The task force discussed solutions to
and management of problems which
ensue from the second tier admission
requirements. It was resolved that an
administrative structure such as the proposed University College could facilitate
counseling and advisement to assist these
students in meeting the admission criteria or finding other potential majors. This
is just one of many problems that the
task force discussed. Others included
consistent procedures for notifying students who were earning grades of D or F
at midterm, coordination of tutorial services, and lack of peer tutoring opportunities.
Unfortunately, the discussions of the
task force's recommendations have
focused on the administrative structure
of University College. Discussion of the
opportunities to improve student academic services has been conspicuously
absent from the debate. The fact is that
students will benefit from implementation of the task force's recommendations.
If the recommendations are not supported, the needs of students at Eastern are
ignored.
The task force and Charles Evans
have been criticized for not providing the
university community with enough

u s

a t

information about the proposal. The task
force's report and recommendations were
distributed to the university community
in February, 1996. Throughout Spring
and Fall Semesters 1996, Evans and
members of the task force visited with
academic councils, Faculty Senate and
Student Senate concerning the proposal.
The minutes of these meetings have been
widely circulated on the campus. The
Student Senate passed a resolution on
Oct. 23 which supported University
College because it “offers an abundance
of benefits to all students of Eastern
Illinois University.”
The recommendations of the task
force have been widely reviewed by all
facets of our campus community. While
disagreement continues concerning the
name of the administrative unit or the
title of the administrator, students continue to experience inconveniences, frustrations and barriers which impede progress
toward their academic goals.
The recommendations of the task
force concerning University College are
about improving academic services to
students. It is time to move forward on

Mary Anne Hanner
professor of communication
disorders and sciences
Alan Baharlou
chairman of geology/
geography department
Johnetta Jones
director of Minority Affairs

c u t s s @ u x a . e c n . b g u . e d u
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Honors study abroad program needs re-evaluation
Although the proposed study
abroad requirement for honors students has received less attention
lately, it is still something that all
students here at Eastern need to
evaluate, because it does more than
just affect students in the honors
program. In short, the proposed
plan calls for a class of about 20
students to attend a foreign university for a semester, along with a faculty adviser, as a graduation
requirement for honors students.
I would like to address some of
the hazy issues surrounding this
plan, and perhaps offer a different
perspective that has so far been
overlooked by the majority.
Honors students have objected to
the proposed program for a variety
of reasons: the requirement that
they participate, the cost of such a
program and the difficulty of taking
classes abroad. Such complaints
sound to me like these people wish
to remain at home.
It stands to reason that a student
studying in a foreign land because
of a mere academic requirement
will not take full advantage of the
program. Why should such a program be required of an honors students before a foreign language
major who would participate voluntarily? Do we wish to breed
elitism? I hope not, but as things
stand, the situation is hardly fair.
Administrators of the proposed pro-

gram say the cost per student will
be comparable to the cost of a
semester at Eastern. Yes, such a
program may ultimately cost the
honors students the same amount of
money as it does to go here for a
semester, but it will cost Eastern
much more. Although this is what
students have been told, we haven’t
seen the solid proof of figures on
paper.
What I still find hard to believe is
that Eastern, certainly not renowned
for its financial wizardry, has suddenly made it possible for the honors students to study abroad for the
same amount of money as it takes
to study here. I’ve spent time in
Europe and will make the reasonable assumption that it takes an
enormous amount of resources to
ferry 20 people to Europe for
almost five months. For the program to be advertised to honors students at such a super low price,
Eastern will no doubt have to incur
some considerable expense. There
is no fair reason for Eastern to
accept that huge financial burden
unless program participation can be
voluntary and exist for everyone
beyond the relatively minuscule
honors program. People who aren’t
in the honors program pay to go
here, too, and this issue concerns
them just as much as it does honors
students.
Aside from the cost, administra-

LUCAS M. BITTICK
Guest columnist
junior German major
tors pushing the program have
assured complaining students that
classes at the foreign universities
will be in English. I know of no
Japanese students who would
expect their classes here to be in
Japanese, even for a semester. We
would consider such a demand
arrogant and unreasonable. Those
who do not wish to learn the language of the country where they
will study might as well remain at
home; language comes with the territory of studying abroad. Also, if
English is to be the primary language of instruction, what practical
foreign linguistic knowledge will a
student gain? Next to none, especially when the students will have
an instructor and 19 classmates
from their native land with home
they can associate. And, without
language, can one hope to fully
learn culture? There will be no
“immersion”; the trip abroad will be
nothing but a glorified vacation.

Thus, Eastern will be instituting an
expensive overseas program, when
educating students in the United
States can obtain the same results.
Do we have money to burn?
Finally, we must question the
motives of the administrators of this
program. I do not suggest this out
of paranoia, but out of prudence, for
it is logical to question the motives
of those who are so ambitious.
Herbert Lasky, director of the honors program, and Roger Beck, graduate school dean, are the key figures in the construction of this
requirement. For all intents and purposes, Eastern students were not at
all involved in the decision making
process surrounding this program –
they were simply told. I will again
make a reasonable assumption that
many months are required to organize cooperative programs with foreign universities. How convenient
that the “proposed” study abroad
program was just waiting here for
student acceptance at the start of the
academic year. As soon as next
semester, volunteer honors students
will be leaving for Belgium to participate in the “pilot program” for
overseas study. I find it difficult to
swallow that those administrators
who have the ability to organize a
program with foreign institutions
have neglected to completely communicate their intentions to their
students at home who foot the bill.

Whether in the honors program
or not, students here at Eastern have
the ability to judge the merits of a
proposal, but only when informed.
How much of a decision have students had in this matter? Not only
the failure to inform students, but
the failure to accept their concerns
and possible rejection of a decision
does a great disservice to Eastern.
The consequences of the behavior
of the administrators surrounding
this study abroad program are the
destruction of trust between students and faculty, and an insult to
the intelligence of the student body
– something a university should
promote beyond the interests of
individual faculty members.
As students here, we have a say
in the policies and programs that are
instituted, as they are instituted for
our benefit. If they offer no benefits
in relation to the price we pay, we
need to evaluate the need for such
policies and program. Valid arguments by different people suggest
this proposed study abroad be questioned, mainly because of its unfairness – it excludes most students. To
finance such a program and force it
upon honors students is simply a
weak idea. I do not pay thousands
of dollars to attend this university to
finance the execution of weak
ideas. Fellow students: if you don’t
like it, then don’t accept it. Let’s all
get our money’s worth.

Students should expect more Students believe terrorism
from senate representatives is important global issue

Student Senate is a social organization.
For this, I apologize to the students that
are idealistic enough to expect more from
us.
I also extend sympathy to my fellow
elected representatives who try so hard to
make it something more than what it is.
Student Government is one aspect of
Eastern’s shared governance. What we have
to remember is that the concept of shared
governance is like voting in a democracy
that elects its president by electoral college.
A single vote like senate’s can make a
difference, but the people actually casting
the electoral votes (the administrators) that
make the decision are so far removed from
the source that the single vote is laughably
insignificant.
What I am trying to express is that the
administration allows us to have a Student
Government simply to comfort us. Its existence gives me the impression that my vote
on the senate has an impact on their decisions. Its existence lets students delude
themselves into thinking they have a voice,
through my representation, in the overall
scheme of things.
We are allowed to have a Student
Government because its existence lets us
think we are having input.
And it’s not just Student Senate – the
same is true of Faculty Senate, Staff Senate,
the Council on University Planning and
Budge and any other level of representative,
decision making organization.
And it’s not just here at Eastern, either –
the same is true at College of DuPage,
University of Illinois or any other institution that operates in the spirit of shared governance.
We are told that we are a part of a system. We may initiate measures, we may
advise and evaluate and declare our opinions – but in the long run, we need to
remember it’s all just drops of water in a
bucket.
Eventually, those drops of water collect
into a fluent mass with the same essence of
composition. Eventually, the bucket fills up
and overflows.
But students need to have some sense of

the whole picture – we need
to realize how
significant
Student Senate
really is.
When I say
Student Senate
JACKIE MCGRATH
is a social orgaGuest columnist
Student Senate member nization, I mean
that its function
right now is primarily interactive – not active. The difference is, we are a body that is supposed to
inform truth, very limited as to what action
we may take on those decisions and issues.
But the really hopeful thing – the thing
students should applaud – is the fact that
there are individuals they have elected to
serve on senate who are making an effort to
bridge the gap between significance and
what we have now. There are senators taking their roles seriously, who are making an
effort to transcend senate’s traditional role,
to convince the administration, the faculty,
the staff and the students that this can be a
body that carries weight and a sense of
responsibility behind every decision it
makes.
So what I am asking is not for students to
lower their expectations of what Student
Senate is supposed to do. Don’t accept that
senate is just a drop of water in the bucket,
or a layer in the system. Rather, keep asking
for more and better than what we’re doing
for you. Keep us responsible, keep us
accountable for our actions. Expect us to
fulfill our obligations to communicate, as
students, with the rest of this school community. Students’ high expectations will
help Student Senate improve; there is no
reason why this body cannot move on to a
higher level.
Student Senate needs to become more
than a social organization, and it is individual students who will make that happen.
Keep adding your drops of water to the senate’s bucket; maybe students’ continued
high expectations will help senate become a
significant drop that can make the whole
bucket overflow.

I conducted a survey on world affairs
some time ago, and in the survey, I asked 30
students what they felt was the most pressing
problem in international relations today.
About 23 percent stated that international terrorism was the most pressing problem.
Another 23 percent stated it was ethnic conflict. Recent incidents in the United States
such as the pipe bombing of the Olympics in
Atlanta, the downing of TWA Flight 800 and
the apprehension of the Unabomber may
have influenced the students who chose terrorism. Terrorism is not a grave threat to
America, although America’s infrastructure
is very vulnerable. It would not take much to
cause a blackout in New York City.
Unfortunately, everything cannot be protected. However, the Clinton Administration has
been adopting new measures to combat terrorism.
Currently U.S. counter-terrorism policy is
based on three pillars. First, the United States
will not make any deals with terrorists.
Second, the United States pursues a strategy
in persuading states from sponsoring terrorism. Third, the United States accords the rule
of law on terrorists.
The first pillar has been U.S. policy since
1972 after the Munich Massacre, and it is
designed to discourage terrorists from attacking and/or kidnapping American citizens.
The United States will not negotiate with terrorists. However, the U.S. government will
talk to anyone, anywhere, at any time on the
welfare of the hostages and their unconditional release. When Iran revealed that the
United States was trading arms for hostages,
damage was done to this policy and the
United States was opened to ridicule by its
European allies. However, the United States
has corrected the damage that was done.
The Libyan bombing on April 14, 1986,
falls under the second pillar. The United
States supposedly used every peaceful means
to its disposal to persuade Libya to stop
sponsoring terrorism. When this failed, the
U.S. government was compelled to use force
to convince Col. Mu’Ammar Qadhafi that
supporting terrorism wasn’t a good idea. The
Libyan bombing of 1986 was successful in
that Qadhafi has not renounced the use of ter-

rorism, but the
bombing has
made him more
cautious. However, if it is true
that terrorism is
communitybased, i.e., terRONALD BOYD
rorism arises
Guest columnist
from a commuGraduate student
nity of people
such as the
Palestinians, then the bombing has not
helped one iota in stopping terrorism. Even if
Libya did stop sponsoring terrorism, the terrorists would find other states more than willing to support them, or they will resort to the
old fashion way of making money through
kidnapping or stealing it. They would be
forced to slow down the pace of their attacks,
but their attacks would be bloodier.
The third pillar is of extreme importance.
The United States recognizes terrorists as
criminals. Terrorists are not soldiers, guerrillas, commandos or “freedom fighters.” For
all of the above, only target military personnel or government officials, not innocent
civilians. Terrorists do not deserve to be tried
under military law. In order to increase the
apprehension of terrorists, the United States
has established cash rewards for information
on the whereabouts of terrorists. Cooperating
with friendly states in exchanging intelligence also assists in apprehending terrorists.
Removing the cause of terrorism is an
effective way of sealing down terrorism.
However, this is an utopian ideal. The recent
establishment of Palestinian homeland out of
the Gaza Strip and the West Bank has helped
to curb Palestinian terrorism. But the peace
that has been established in the Middle East
is threatened by the policies of the new
Israeli government. It is within the interests
of the international community to assist in
the establishment of a truly sovereign
Palestinian state. After all, something is better than nothing and with the majority of
Palestinians pleased with their new found
freedom it would be difficult for the radical
fringe to recruit a new generation of terrorists.
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COmedic op.e·ra to be performed ·
By JEFF KAYES

"Opera is a fo.nn of ente~nrQent that allows you·
to Qse your imagination. it's not like letting the television spit entertainmel"at you," said Thompson,
Eastern· s Music l)teater/Opera workshop. under who is port:r8yiog the character Euridice in the prothe direction of Jerry Daniels, associate profc;ssor of duction.
music, will have a chance to.shine Tu~day night as
"It's real life, real people on stage."
its members present "An Evening of Opera Scenes."
Thompson said the cast and crew of ~e. producThe eve~ing o f music aod comedy will begin at tion have spent all semester perfecting their roles
7:30 p.m. in Dvorai Concert Hall in the Doudna and assignments, anc;J are hoping for a large crowd
Fine Arts Center:
to help make their efforts worth while.
There is no charge for admission to the perfor"People get ner.vous when they hear the word
mance.
opera." Thompson ·said.
·
The pro duction will consist of sections from
"We are actUally up there trying to make you feel
C hri s toph Willibald Gluck' s "Orpheus and comfortable."
Euridic~" and portions of Gilbert and Sullivan 's
Thompson said for people who are interested. yet
'Th~ Mikado" and "Pirates of Penzance." •
are intimidated by opera, a synopsis of each scene
"We are taking essential bits of opera and captur- can be found in their program.
ing it on stage," said Callie Thompson. senior vocal .
"It will help them -enjoy the performance ,"
performance major.
Thompson said.
Staff writer

MLK Jr•.Unlvets~. .
Unlon·.
. H alr Salon .- ..
Holid~ Special

·
Dec 4 &..5 and t l &•.1 2
·

Relaxers reg. $40.oo Special $25.oo •
Perms reg_. SSO..oo Soecial S35.oo
10%UFF All PRODUCTS- .

.

Our Salon is equipped with a water softener for the health
·
and well being of your hair

Ci,~y ~ .C!~t~orize tourism Jundi·ng

The dta'rlestorr cifY'eo'uirli is
expec ted to pass a re solution
authori zing more than $12,000
reques ted by the C h arleston
Tourism Advisory Board at their
meeting torught.
The city CO!.!JWil will meet at
7:30 p.m. in the Municipal Building. at 520 J ackson Ave.
The funds will pay for several

different items. The C harleston
Tourism Advisory Boartl requested $9,500 for the Red. White and·
Blue Days in Jul y to pay for
Vince and the Valiants to perform
a concert during the celepration.
The board also requested $2,200
for the Central flli nois Tourism
Council Vis itor's Guide to be
published and $1.034 for the pub-

lication of the Shelbyville Vacation Guide . The total amount
requested by the board is $ 12,734.
The council is also expected to
consider an ordinance to install a
yield sign at the i11tersection of
Bryan and 13th streets. The ordinance would require Bryan Street
traffic to yield to traffic on 13th
Street.
/
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Moufners· ._ ·.student$ charged with baby's death
·saY farewell
seCret . .
who
to Cardinal
CHICAGO (AP} - Hours
before 'his hody was·brought to
Holy Name Calhedral, mourners began lining up'M~)' to
pay their last ~ to Cardinal Joseph Bernardin.
, ~~
By the. time a mQto~caae
brought ~·s body and a
small group of close friends and
relatives from the cardinal's res· ence, i ,000 ~pie j~~d
'e sidewa}!c~ !fl_.~nt o~ the

.

. · ---f(j •

.

"1 wanted~ roak! sure I bad ·
an oppo~un~ty to show my
respects, sa,td A~drey Coleman, 53, clutching a ph9to of

~ LAKES, NJ. (AP)- They were ·high
scbool sweethearts from well-to-do familieS~ went
off to college with promising futures- and a
~seeM came out only after Amy Grossberg and
· B~ P~te~ Jr. went to a budget motel not far from
~e Uruve.rs1ty .ofDelaware, where Grossberg gave .
b~ to !l baby .who was~ found dead in a trash bin
out back.
Now, tbe 18-year-olds are·cruuged wjth murder-and
coul<fgettbe.deatbpmaJty.
. Prosecutors are try.ing to learn just what happened
in that motel room. but Peterson has allegedly admitted l~ving tbe ne~ in ·the trash in a gray plastic
bag after helping deliver the baby at the Comfort Inn
in NeWalk. Del., oil Nov. 12, and the medical ex.aminer said the boy died of a skull fracrute.
"~ kids involved in a bad situation,'~ in the
. t ."{?rds..of Charles Slanina, Grossberg's la\Vyer." 'We
. don't believe Amy did anything wrong." .At Ramapo
High SchOOl in~ prosperous subwbs of New York
City, _
Grossberg was a budding artist. he the co-captain.
·of the soccer team. Their yearbook shows the two
·

good-looking teons smiling together at a sctiool danCe.
Under Grossberg•s individual portrait is lhe <uJOte~
"Friends may come and go, but those
truly love
you. will never leav~u." They ~ for college she went to the Unitersity of Delaware ,in Newark, be
to Gettysburg College, less than three hours away in · lllilllllftWD&
Penrisylvania
.
'
·
Cplleagues at her high scbool and college told The
New York Times that they were unaware she

was

pregnaOt

Prosecutors and hiwy.ers for the two teens would
divul'ge few deta.ils. or discuss a motive in the slaying
of the infant, who was found in tbe freezing cold
before daybreak"the next day.
·
Investigators had not determined if tbe baby surfered the fatal skull injury. befote or after being put .
into the traSh.
.
111RWMI(R) DIIM:30,1:fll0,
After giving birth, Grossberg returned to ber ~
It was when she was hosPitalized for apparentcomplications that 8llthorities learned a baby was missing.
Grossberg told authorities that Peterson had helped
her.
·

~t==~=~ CIA age_
.nt charged with selling se.crets"~· :.

The faithful. made signs of
thecrossastheheai'sedrewup.
WASHINGTON (AP)- A
Accomp~.yi ~ tbe..mQS'lt- ~'l. Qnepme CIA ,s.tati~.". chief '_Vas
cal:te on its: - e """ . ... , } char~d Monday w1tlr sel hng
10
. · - · .'f(oirl; ;_'top. secrets to. the Russians for
parishes throughotrt th~ archdiomore than $I 20,000.
cese.
·
The FBI sus.pects thai the
"I heard he wrapped seven
highest-ranking CIA officer
Christmas presents· (in the days
ever charged with espionage
before he died)," one woman
.sold the identities of all new
whispered to another. "And, he
CIA agent trai)lees in the past
sent out Chrisunas cards with
·two years.
personal messages.'1
The f6-y_ear C IA veteran,:
-Rarold J. Nicholson. 46, of

*

Burke, Va., ''betrayed his country for money. He was not motivated by ideology . but by
greed," said U.S. Attorney
Helen .Fahey.
" He had access to a great deal
of very damaging infonnation."
An FBI affidav it sa id that
Nicbolson had access to the
biographies and assignments of
every new CIA age nt tra ~ hed
from July 1994 tq Jul y 1996.
when he taught at the CIA· s

'

secret Virginia training site, and
that evidence strongly indicated
Nicholson sold the material to
the Russians.
"As a result of this disclosure, it will be difficult, if not
impossible. for the CIA to place
some of these newly trained
case officers into certain sensitive foreign postings for the rest
of their ca reers." said FBI
Agent Michael Lonergan's affidavit.
·

~

Crossing the border-proves fatal for four people
BROWNSVILLE, Texas (AP) - High children at the river' s mouth abou.t 20 miles
waves swallowed up a group of men, women east of Brownsville od Sunday, Chief Sheriff's
and children who apparently were trying ro Deputy Joe Elizardi said.
"They were walking on a sandbar on the
wade across the Rio Grande into the United
s.,, drowninptru!lf them. Six~plh~\W<dUt ~e. Whe~JI!eY lot to ~e
end of the
e~~ere feared
.
. ~.thiS large•wave 'came 110 and swatAuthorities searched for the bodies of those lowed them up," he said.
killed in the Gulf of Mexico surf at the shallow
Authorities believe the group was trying to
mouth of the river. Two of the victims carried reach the U.S. side of the river, Elizardi said.
passports from Pa.kistaD.
The mouth of the river is generally shallow,
Witnesses saw about 10 men, women and with shoal~ and sandbars that prevent large

ships from entering, although in places it's too
deep for wading.
Waves were up to I 0 feet high along the
shore Sunday. and that could have created a
powerful rip qUJ~)l\ tha! WQ.UJd hav~ Wl~d Q\e •
victims away 'from rand, said National W~ther ~
Service forecaster Richard Hagan. Waves
there nonnally run 3 to 4 feet. Eliza.rdi said.
"A single wave is not enough nonnally to
carry somebody off and drown them,'' Hagan
said.

)bu've got a

lol ro grin about when )UU use AmT a an

-Al!cT Un.iYersal MasterCard.. l...iR an Al!cT 1hx Blew~

Member Benefit card. just Hash it and:
•

~ Goody/Musidand gives you

a 15% discount

on CDs and <:a~lS
• ~ 1l'e2ts giYes you a freebie aher }Ql buy rwo.

• BlOCKBUSTER VIDEO• rna.les your third nlovie
free, when you rent rwo.-

• Amtrak lets your companion ~ for 25% off

But nw Rewards is just one pan of our special
ooUege pack3ge. Here are SOme more:

1b sign up for the AlM'IhR . . . . . . Progtam, caD

1800 654·0471
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Announcements

Announcements

NEED CASH? WE BUY cd’s,
tapes, video games. Music
Exchange. 234-3668
_______________________12/9
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT-Earn up to $25-$45/hour
teaching basic conversational
English in Japan, Taiwan, or S.
Korea. No teaching background
of Asian languages required. For
info. call: (206) 971-3570 ext.
J57382
______________________11/20
WINTER BREAK= $$$ IF YOU
WILL BE IN CHICAGOLAND
AND NEED CASH THEN
CALL...PAIGE TEMPORARY,
INC. THE OFFICE STAFFING
SPECIALISTS $7.00-$12.00 PER
HOUR. -CUSTOMER SERVICEDATA
ENTRY-COMPUTER
WORK-RECEPTION-GENERAL
OFFICE-ACCOUNTING. PAIGE
TEMPORARY, INC. REPRESENTS LOCAL COMPANIES
WITH IMMEDIATE OFFICE
OPENINGS! FULL-TIME AND
PART-TIME
AVAILABLE.
ELEVEN LOCATIONS: CHICAGO, SKOKIE, DES PLAINES,
ROLLING
MEADOWS,
ELMHURST,
HINSDALE,
ORLAND PARK, LISLE, ELGIN,
CRYSTAL
LAKE
AND
MUNDELEIN. CALL TODAY FOR
DETAILS: 1-800-470-TEMP (1800-470-8367)
_______________________12/9
HOME DAYCARE ASSISTANT,
8-11:30 a.m. M,W,F or TU,TH.
Beginning Spring Semester. Must
be energetic + dependable. 3453789.
______________________11/22

PLAYFUL PUPPY NEEDS PLAYMATE! teacher/electronics engineer long to provide child with
loving, secure home. Can share
love, laughter, and bright future
on our farm. We’d love to help
you while you help us. Call Pam
or Tim collect. (217) 762-9619
______________________11/19

SUBLESSOR NEEDED SPRING
‘97. Own room, $165/mo. No
deposit required. Move in immediately! Call 348-8275.
______________________11/19
FEMALE SUBLESSOR WANTED
10th Street close to campus.
Reasonable rent, nice apt. own
room, 345-2138
______________________11/19
2 BEDROOM FURNISHED
APARTMENT FOR SPRING
SEMESTER. Water/garbage
paid. McArther Manor 345-6921.
_______________________12/1
SUBLESSOR NEEDED FOR
SPRING ‘97 Only $170/month
and utilities. Close to campus.
Call 348-0114 or leave a message.
______________________11/22
1-2 SUBLESSORS NEEDED
FOR furnished 1 bdrm. apt. for
Spring ‘97. Across the street from
campus. Call 345-4019.
______________________11/20
FEMALE ROOMMATE $165/MO
GARBAGE INCLUDED 3 BEDROOM HOUSE. Sublease Jan 1June 1 Spring Semester ‘97. 3454104.
______________________11/22
SUBLESSOR NEEDED IMMEDIATELY, SPRING ‘97. 1 BLOCK
FROM CAMPUS. All utilities paid.
Call 345-4871.
______________________11/22
FEMALE SUBLESSOR NEEDED: Spring ‘97. Own room. 2 bedroom apt. Washer, dryer, dishwasher, disposable included.
Quiet area. $192.50 348-7645
______________________11/22
SUBLESSOR NEEDED FOR
SPRING SEMESTER ‘97. SPACIOUS ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT. Utilities included. Across
from Old Main (7th & Lincoln-Red
Brick). Call Claudia 581-6694.
______________________11/19
SUBLESSOR SPRING ‘97. 1
Bedroom Apartment, water, gas,
trash included. $250/month. 3481105.
______________________11/21

LARGE 2 BEDROOM TOWN
HOME FOR 2,3 OR 4 PEOPLE.
FURNISHED. DISHWASHER.
GARBAGE DISPOSAL. TRASH
PAID. CALL 345-2363. SPRING
APARTMENTS AVAILABLE.
_______________________12/6
NOW LEASING FOR FALL 1997.
McArthur Manor. Quiet-furnished
2 bedroom apartment. 345-2231
_______________________12/6

SICK OF THE BAR SCENE?
TRY THE NEW COLLEGE
DATELINE. Guys and girls who
want to talk to you now! 1-900484-7009 ext. 5877 $2.99/min
18+ Serv-U (619) 645-8434.
______________________11/20
ALPHAS AND SIG NU’S, Grab
your jammies and see ya at
Ted’s.
______________________11/19
DESPERADO’S
C.D.
EXCHANGE. LOCATED AT 1414
6TH STREET (FORMERLY
COACH EDDY’S) We buy and
sell used C.D.’s. We carry a wide
variety of incense, posters, and tshirts. M-Sat. 11 a.m.-9 p.m.,
Sundays 11 a.m.-6 p.m. 3452115. Most CD’s $5.99-7.99
______________________11/22
KATHY KRABBE OF AST:
Congratulations on getting
Panhel Treasurer. We are proud
of you.
______________________11/19

WANTED: MUSICIAN to teach
guitar lessons to 14 yr old. beginner. 346-2572.
______________________11/22
TO THE MEN OF DELTA SIGMA
PHI: Thanks for the honor of
being your sweetheart. It’s going
to be a great year! Love,
Courtney
______________________11/19
RUGBY SEMI-FORMAL THURS.
Nov. 21. For tickets or more info
call Jenny (345-6445) or Michele
(581-8073).
______________________11/19
KATHY OF AST- Congrats on
making Panhel Exec. Treasurer! I
am so proud of you!~ Love, your
kiddo
______________________11/19
STEVE ERMEL OF DELTA
SIGMA PHI: Congrats on placing
FIRST in I-M’S POWERLIFTING.
I’m proud of you! Love, Courtney
______________________11/19

SPRING BREAK ‘97. LOWEST
PRICES
TO
FLORIDA,
JAMAICA, CANCUN, BAHAMAS,
& CARNIVAL CRUISES. HIRING
CAMPUS REPS. ENDLESS
SUMMER TOURS. 1-800-2347007
_______________________12/9
WANTED 100 STUDENTS.
LOSE 5-100 lbs. New metabolism
breakthrough. RN assisted. Free
gift. $35 fee. 1(800) 579-1634.
______________________11/22
ANYONE SELLING A LOFT call
581-5866 ask for Keith.
______________________11/22

Adoption
ADOPTION: A LIFETIME OF
LOVE AND LAUGHTER, STORYBOOKS AND A BIG BACKYARD. Electrical Engineer dad
and a stay-at-home social worker
mom eagerly look forward to
sharing all of this and more with
your baby. Call Barbara and Joe
toll free at 1-800-484-7983
access code 9655. Together we
can plan a happy and secure
future for your baby. Out attorney
Theresa Hardesty: (309) 6921087 (collect). Your adoption
advocate: 1-800-852-4294.
______________________11/21

Roommates
LOOKING FOR MATURE NONSMOKING, QUIET ROOMMATE
to share 2 bedroom apartment.
$260/month. Free cable Call Julie
ar 345-3570
______________________11/22
FOR NEXT SEMESTER OWN
ROOM. Free water, trash, cable.
Washer/Dryer. $195.00/mo. 3485362.
______________________11/22
1 FEMALE NEEDED TO SHARE
RESIDENCE FOR SPRING
AND/OR SUMMER SEMESTER.
Call 345-8489.
______________________11/22
2 ROOMMATES NEEDED
SPRING SEMESTER APARTMENT
ON
SQUARE.
Washer/Dryer $135 + utilities.
345-9275 after 9 p.m.
______________________11/25
1 TO 2 ROOMMATES NEEDED
FOR SPRING: own room, trash,
water, cable paid. Share utilities
with 4 others. Call Dan 345-9178.
_______________________12/9

Sublessors
FEMALE SUBLESSOR NEEDED
Spring ‘97. House close to campus. Own room. Free garbage
and parking. $125/mo. Call Angie
345-7570
______________________11/21
2 SUBLESSORS- HOUSE
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. Own
rooms. Cable, parking, trash
included. Spring semester. 3480877
______________________11/20
SUBLESSOR NEEDED, Spring
Semester `97. $167.75/month. +
utilities. Female Please. Call Kim
348-1466
______________________11/20
SPACIOUS
EFFICIENCY
APARTMENT-Uptown
area
$275/month includes parking,
trash, water, and heat. Great
value for spring and summer.
Pets welcome. Call 348-5528.
______________________11/21
FEMALE SUBLESSOR NEEDED. $195/MO. INC. ALL UTILITIES. Own room. Call 581-5156
or 1-800-700-1263.
_______________________12/9
SUBLESSOR NEEDED FOR
SPRING SEMESTER. Ranch
House, central heat/air. Pets
allowed, but no dogs. $250/mo.
345-9398 leave message
______________________11/22
SUBLESSOR NEEDED-SPRING
‘97, Nice House, Own room,
$185/month. Call Eric 348-1885.
______________________11/22
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For Rent
2 PEOPLE NEEDED for Spring.
Big House. $160/month. Includes
phone,
desks,
cable,
washer/dryer. Nathan or Ben 3455188
______________________11/22
SPRING SEMESTER 3 bedroom
apartment near campus. Phone
345-2416
______________________11/21
LARGE 1 BEDROOM APARTMENT. FURNISHED. DISHWASHER. GARBAGE DISPOSAL. TRASH PAID. CALL 3452363. SPRING APARTMENT
AVAILABLE.
______________________ 12/6
NICE FURNISHED STUDIO
APARTMENT for Spring and
Summer Semesters. 345-6000
______________________11/19

For Sale
286 COMPUTER, 20 MEGHD,
COLOR MONITOR, W/W.P. 5.1,
DOT
MATRIX
PRINTER.
$2500./OBO 581-8177.
______________________11/21
LARGE COMMERCIAL REFRIGERATOR,
NO
FREEZER.
WORKS GOOD. Call 345-3332.
______________________11/21

Lost & Found
FOUND: WOMENS FOSSIL
WATCH NEAR THE FINE ARTS
BUILDING. Call Doug at 5816746 to identify.
______________________11/22

Announcements
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!!
GRANTS & SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAILABLE FROM SPONSORS!!! NO REPAYMENTS,
EVER!!! $$$ CASH FOR COLLEGE $$$ FOR INFO: 1-800243-2435
_______________________12/9
P R O F E S S I O N A L
RESUMES/COVER LETTERS
Member of the Professional
Association of Resume Writers.
The Career Connection 3488030.
______________________11/20
DISNEY-BAHAMA
CRUISE
Seven days- six nights $396 per
couple. 407851-6008 ext. 8.
______________________11/22
BUYING
STARWARS,
Superpowers, Planet of the Apes,
other toys. Midgard Comics. 3488368
______________________11/22
HAVE A FRIEND THAT NEEDS
ARRESTING? Comedy cop,
stripper and more. CHARACTERS FOR HIRE 348-8498
_______________________12/9
CURRENTLY SEEKING AIDS
AWARENESS WEEK COMMITTEE members. Campaign scheduled in Jan. We need to get on
the ball. For info contact Holly @
581-7015
_______________________12/6
ONLY SANTA SHOULD BE FAT
AT CHRISTMAS TIME! Want to
lose 10-15 lbs. by the holidays?
Call 235-1079.
______________________11/22
SHELLEY CONNER OF AST:
Congratulations on receiving the
‘96 Top Tau award!
______________________11/19

campus clips

MULTI-CULTURAL STUDENT UNION meeting tonight at 6 p.m. in
the Heritage room-Union. Everyone is welcome.
BAPTIST STUDENT UNION TUESDAY-NIGHT-THING tonight at 6
p.m. in the Shelbyville room-Union.
BLACK STUDENT UNION Fashion Show Try-outs tonight at 8 p.m.
in the Arcola-Tuscola room. Entire campus is welcome!! For more
info: contact Jill at 5036 or Charmaine at 5004.
STUDENT INVESTMENT SOCIETY final bi-monthly meeting of
semester tonight at 7 p.m. in Lumpkin Hall 021.
TAYLOR & CO. meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in the Taylor lobby.
Additional nominations will be taken and elections will be held for
exec. board positions. Bring a pencil or pen.
BGC PR Committee meeting today at 2p.m Taylor Hall.
E.A.R.T.H. club meeting and presentation tonight at 6:30 p.m. in
Coleman Hall room 121. Time change this week only.
ASSOCIATION OF HONORS STUDENTS Spaghetti Dinner tonight
at 6 p.m. in the Emmanuel Lutheran Church, behind Tarble Arts.
LATIN AMERICAN STUDENT ORGANIZATION meeting tonight at 7
p.m. in the Green up Room. Everyone is encouraged to attend.
SOCIETY FOR CREATIVE ANACHRONISM, INC. meeting tonight at
7:30 p.m. in Coleman Hall 109A. All interested persons welcome.
BLACK STUDENT UNION meeting tonight at 6 p.m. in the
Charleston-Mattoon room. We also will be taking yearbook pictures.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Mass will be held at noon today at
the Newman Chapel, located at the corner of 9th and Lincoln.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Haiti Connection will meet at 7:30
p.m. in the Schahrer room of the Union.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Sacrament of Reconciliation today
from 8-9 p.m. at the Newman Chapel.
AKD meeting tonight at 5 p.m. in BH 300. Please be there.
CIRCLE K INTERNATIONAL meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in the
Martinsville Room-MLK Union.
IAEA STUDENT CHAPTER Meeting tonight at 5 p.m. in FAA Room
302. Hear student teacher experiences. Free pizza!
BLACK GREEK COUNCIL Service Committee Meeting tonight at 7
p.m. in Greek Court Common Area. We will be dropping off baskets.
McKINNEY HALL COUNCIL weekly meeting tonight at 8:30 p.m. in
the Lobby.
ASSOCIATION FOR CHILDHOOD EDUCATION INTERNATIONAL
(A.C.E.I.) last meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in Coleman Auditorium. Dr.
Krehbiel-Reed will be speaking about integrating arts into curriculum.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit, campus organizational event. No parties or fundraising activities and events will be printed. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily
Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF
EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as
a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday,
Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT
be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is illegible or
contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be edited for
available space.
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NATO plans peace-keeping force Russian’s lack funds

BRUSSELS, Belgium (AP) –
NATO’s military chiefs received
their marching orders Monday:
Begin planning for a new force of
up to 30,000 troops to keep the
peace in Bosnia while the country
continues to rebuild.
The North Atlantic Council, the
alliance’s top policymaking body,
told Gen. George Joulwan and his
staff at NATO headquarters to create an operations plan for a multinational force half the size of the
one sent to Bosnia nearly a year
ago.
The mandate for the current
force, which at its peak numbered
just under 60,000, expires Dec.
20. The new one will include
about 8,500 Americans and may

ASSOCIATED PRESS

stay on for another 18 months.
There had been a consensus
that a military force would be
needed in Bosnia well beyond
Dec. 20., but NATO couldn’t go
ahead until the United States
announced its decision to participate, which President Clinton did
Friday.
The Council had to choose
from among four options: Total
withdrawal, a small deterrence

force to prevent an outbreak of
fighting, a “deterrence-plus” force
capable of a wider mission, and
continuation of the present force.
No serious consideration was
given to the first or last option.
Ambassadors instructed military planners to begin work on the
basis of the third option, which
includes continuing with the military task of providing a stable
environment in Bosnia while providing some support to the civilian reconstruction and reconciliation mission.
However, a smaller force will
mean the troops can provide less
help to the civilian side headed by
former Swedish Prime Minister
Carl Bildt.

U.S. opposes second term of Boutros-Ghali

UNITED NATIONS (AP) – The United States
stood alone Monday in opposing a second term for
Boutros Boutros-Ghali as the Security Council
met to pick a secretary-general to lead the United
Nations into the 21st century.
U.S. Ambassador Madeleine Albright told the
14 other council members at a closed-door meeting that she had written instructions to veto reelection for the Egyptian diplomat, saying
Boutros-Ghali has lost the confidence of
Congress.
Albright warned that Congress would not let the
United States make good on its $1 billion U.N.
debt as long as Boutros-Ghali remains, diplomats
said on condition of anonymity.
The council’s first-round vote on the job was
expected as early as Monday night.
“There’s only one delegation that opposes a second term for Boutros-Ghali and that delegation
wants a vote,” British Ambassador John Weston
said. “I see no good reason why we shouldn’t”
vote.

African diplomats, who support Boutros-Ghali
as a fellow African, huddled privately to decide
what to do if the veto is cast. The Africans have
insisted that their continent deserves two terms of
representation in the post, as has been U.N. tradition.
A U.S. official, briefing reporters on condition
of anonymity, said Secretary of State Warren
Christopher had given Albright written instructions to deny Boutros-Ghali a new five-year term
after his first expires Dec. 31.
“We had tried very hard over the last six months
to try to avoid a confrontation on the question of
the next secretary-general,” the official said.
“Fairly or unfairly, based on misinformation or
true information, our Congress has lost confidence
in this secretary-general,” he said.
Those who care about the United Nations
“should understand that his re-election would
make it virtually impossible for us to obtain the
hundreds of millions of dollars that we need to
pay back the United Nations,” the official said.

to replace spacecraft

MOSCOW (AP) – With their Mars spacecraft lost in the Pacific
Ocean, Russia’s beleaguered space scientists tried to pinpoint what
went wrong and conceded Monday they don’t have the money for
another try.
Space officials, looking haggard after two sleepless nights,
could not say precisely what caused the collapse of Mars ‘96,
which came crashing down in several parts somewhere near Easter
Island.
But the spacecraft, designed to reach Mars next September,
never made it out of Earth’s orbit after the rocket’s fourth-stage
engine failed to provide enough speed.
“It has hit the whole space program hard,” Yuri Milov, deputy
director of the Russian Space Agency, told a news conference.
“We don’t plan any other mission of the kind.” Russia’s space program has been struggling since the 1991 Soviet breakup, and the
impoverished Russians gambled a large chunk of their meager
resources on Mars ‘96. With its failure, there is no prospect of any
major new missions in the foreseeable future.
Milov said the Russians would cooperate on Mars research with
the United States, which plans 10 missions to the red planet over
the next decade. He said the two sides would begin discussing
details in December.

Documents show arms sales

GOMA, Zaire (AP) – A Britishbased company supplied arms and
ammunition to the former Rwandan
government after it began slaughtering a half-million of its own people
in 1994, according to documents
that Hutu militias left behind when
they retreated in eastern Zaire.
The documents, made available
to The Associated Press on Monday, indicated the Rwandan government bought more than $5.5 million
worth of machine guns, mortars,
grenades, ammunition and other
military hardware from the compa-
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CONGRATULATIONS TO THE
FOLLOWING ALPHA PHI RHOCHI’S: Jen Ashby, Marcy
Benjamin, Sarah Cascio, Erin
Foyle, Jen Kurth, Kate Pyror,
Stacy Szlarski, & Amy Wick.
Love, your sisters.
______________________11/19
SIGMA PHI EPSILON INFORMAL RUSH ON WEDNESDAY
NOV. 20 FROM 7:00-9:00 AT
THE SIGMA PHI EPSILON
HOUSE (BACK OF GREEK
COURT) FOR INFO OR RIDES
CALL 581-5725.
______________________11/20
TO JIMMY K., MIKE R., PHIL A.,
JIM K. OF DELTA SIGMA PHI:
Congrats on winning the
Achievement awards at formal.
You guys deserve it! Love,
Courtney
______________________11/19
RUSH SIG EP ON WEDNESDAY
NOV. 20. For more info call 5815725.
______________________11/20
MATT MUEHLING: Thank you for
a wonderful Friday night! I
couldn’t have asked for a better
formal date! Love, Olga.
______________________11/19
MARTHA WAYNE: Happy
Birthday! Are you ready for your
spanking? Love, Big Daddy
______________________11/19
CONGRATULATIONS
TO
RACHEL McCORMICK, ANGELA
LATHEM, JESSICA BELLEVILLE
AND MONICA GILES on being
elected to Rush and Pledge positions! Your sisters are sure you’ll
do a great job. Tau Love
______________________11/19
CONGRATULATIONS
TO
AMBER ZIMMERMAN for
becoming active. Phi Sig Love,
Your Sisters.
______________________11/19
THANK YOU TO EVERYONE
WHO HELPED MAKE PHI
SIGMA SIGMA ROCK-A-THON A
SUCCESS.
______________________11/19
STACEY MOORE OF DELTA
ZETA: Congratulations on
becoming third vice president of
Panhellenic Council. Your sisters
are proud of you!
______________________11/19

ERIN WESLEY AND ANGIE
ALLISON
OF
ASACongratulations on Student
Senate! Love, Your Sisters
______________________11/19
CONGRATULATIONS CHRISTY
LIBERTO OF ALPHA PHI on getting PINNED to MARK FINN OF
SIGMA PI. We don’t know if our
sorority would be the same without you. We’re so happy for you.
Love your sisters.
______________________11/19
HEY ALPHA’S, Grab your pajamas cause we’re kickin it P.J.
Style tonight. The men of SIGMA
NU.
______________________11/19
THE MEN OF SIGMA PHI
EPSILON-You are the best fraternity and I am so honored to be
your new sweetheart. Thank you
for a wonderful time Saturday
night and get ready for a great
year! Love Sarah!
______________________11/19
TO MY SIGMA EXEC BOARD;
Thank you for your hard work and
dedication you mad my last year
as an officer exceptional. I’m so
proud of you! Sigma love,
FRUGO
______________________11/19
V.J. BELLAFIORE OF SIGMA
CHI-I’m so excited you are our
new Bordeaux Beau. You’ll make
an awesome sweetheart! Love
you A-PHI Kid, Marcy
______________________11/19
TO THE MEN OF SIGMA CHI:
Thank you for the wonderful
breakfast and the irresistible
Homecoming invitation. We are
looking forward to a great
Homecoming next year! Love the
women of Delta Zeta.
______________________11/19
RENEE KAE OF ALPHA PHI &
STEVE ZIELINSKI OF LAMBDA
CHI: Thanks for being such great
parents. Love Julie
_______________________1/19
DELTA
ZETA
PROUDLY
ANNOUNCES their Rho Chi’s for
1997: Jennifer Montgomery,
Allison Leary, Stacey Moore,
Amie Torbert, Sara Grooms,
Jamie Torbert, Kerry Notter, and
Dyan Shepard. You guys will do a
great job! Congratulations!
______________________11/19

REMEMBER LAST YEARS: OLD
SCHOOL TUE. “STUS”. 1.50
22oz BTLS, AND PHAT JAMS. \
DON’T MISS IT.
______________________11/19
RACHEL McCORMICK OF AST:
Congratulations on being elected
Rush Director. Love, your daughter Heidi
______________________11/19
AARON ANDERSON OF SIGMA
PI-Thanks for the treats and
pizza! You’re an awesome sweetheart! Love, The Taus
______________________11/19

HAPPY 24TH BIRTHDAY RALPHIE GARDNER! LOVE Z
______________________11/19
DESPERADO’S PRE TURKEY
DAY CD BLOWOUT this
Thursday Nov. 21. All CD’s in
stock 15% off our already low
prices. Choose from more than
1300 titles. Whether your looking
for Classic Rock & Easy Listening
or the latest in pop, rock, R&B,
(Don’t forget to ask about our frequent buyer program) 1414 6th
St. Charleston (formerly Coach
Eddies) 348-2115 hours 11am9pm.
______________________11/21

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

ny, Mil-Tec Corp., between April
and July 1994.
Some shipments appeared to contravene a U.N. embargo on exporting arms to Rwanda, imposed in
May 1994 following acts of genocide by the former Hutu-led government against minority Tutsis and
moderate Hutus.
A U.N. Commission of Inquiry
has been investigating a British
company for allegedly supplying
arms to the ex-Hutu government or
its militia allies after they fled to
Zaire.
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Middle Tennessee facing several challenges
By JOSH HARBECK
Associate sports editor

With three starters returning
and a new head coach, Middle
Tennessee is still trying to find
the right mix for the 1996-97
season.
Randy Wiel was named coach
of the year in the Big South
Conference last season, leading
the University of North
Carolina-Ashville to an 18-10
record.
He said the move to Middle
Tennessee, with the new players
and coach, presents a new set of
challenges.
“All I can say is the players
are working hard,” he said.
“We are a little handicapped
by not having the size I’d like to
have.”
Weil said the taller players he
had signed fell through due to
academics.
The Raider head coach played
his college basketball at North
Carolina from 1975-79.

During his four years, the
Tarheels won four ACC championships, two ACC tournament
championships and made a trip
to the Final Four.
Weil said his success in college has helped him as a head
coach.
“Most of the time your philosophy as a coach comes from
your experiences in playing,” he
said. “Of course, you need to
adjust to your personnel.”
Middle Tennessee has a
chance to see North Carolina up
close when it travels to Chapel
Hill Feb. 1 to play Dean Smith’s
Tarheels.
The Blue Raiders have been
in the OVC for 44 years, but
Middle has four league championships.
The team’s overall record in
the OVC is 250-332.
The Raiders last won a regular season championship during
the 1988-89 season.
That year was the last time a
Blue Raider team appeared in

Middle Tennessee
State University

1995-96:
15-12, 9-7 OVC
Head coach
1996-97 prediction:
Randy Weil
Fourth place in
First year
OVC
at MTSU

the NCCA tournament – and the
team had success.
Middle Tennessee played its
first-round game against Florida
State.
The Raiders trailed by 17
points (67-50) with 16 minutes
left in the game, but outscored
the Seminoles 47-16 for the
remainder of the contest to pull
the comeback upset 97-83.
Middle was knocked out in
the second round by Virginia
104-88.
Last season, the Raiders finished fourth in the conference
with a 9-7 record in the league
(15-12 overall), and Weil hopes
to build on that success.
“It was a totally different

team last year, so we have to
take the wins and losses as they
come,” he said.
Returning
to
Middle
Tennessee this season are two of
last year’s starters, both seniors
and all of whom scored over 10
points per game last year.
Guard Nod Carter is back for
his senior year with the Raiders.
He led the team with 15.1 points
per game and was named to the
All-OVC second team last year.
He was also the conference’s
best free throw shooter at 88.1
percent, which ranked him seventh nationally.
“We have to have leadership
from Nod and (Roni) Bailey,”
Weil said.
“Last year he played forward,
but we played an exhibition
game and he started at center.
It’s a different role for him, but
he’s adjusting well.”
Senior guard Roni Bailey
returns for his third year in the
Blue Raider backcourt.
His 10.4 points per game

average was good for fourth on
the team last season.
He was also the second leading rebounder with 5.3 per
game.
Senior forward Aylton Tesch
was an All-OVC newcomer as
well as an honorable mention
All-OVC selection last season.
He was third on the team in
scoring with 13.3 points per
game.
Tesch was in the top 10 in the
OVC in rebounding, field goal
percentage and steals.
But this year, he will redshirt.
The Raiders also have fresh
talent, especially in freshman
Freddy Martinez.
Last season, Martinez helped
four different teams to four different championships and
earned four MVP awards.
Middle Tennessee takes on
the Panthers in Murfreesboro on
Jan. 20 before traveling to
Charleston on Feb. 15 for a
game in Lantz.

Colonels hoping to compete for OVC crown
By MATT WILSON
Staff writer

The Lady Colonels of Eastern Kentucky
are picked to be right where they finished
last year.
After finishing in a fourth-place tie with
Tennessee Tech, both teams finished 7-9 in
the conference, the Golden Eagles are
picked to finish fourth in the conference
again.
“We have better depth and a better allaround team than last year,” head coach
Larry Inman said. “We also have more
experience. Last year we had four freshman.
They’ve worked very hard in the off-season
and have a year under their belt.”
Eastern Kentucky has one main goal this
year.
“Teamwise we’re hoping to be competitive for an OVC championship,” Inman
said. “We had a rough year last year with a
couple of injuries, but this year we have
good depth. If we stay healthy, we should be
very competitive.”

LESTER

Inman is the most experienced of the
coaches in the Ohio Valley Conference. He
is the winningest women’s basketball coach
at both Eastern Kentucky and Middle
Tennessee State. His overall record in the
OVC is 142-57.
The Lady Colonels will be led by first
team All-OVC selection junior center
Laphelia Doss.
She grabbed 310 rebounds last year for
an average of 11.5 rebounds per game. Doss
was the OVC’s leading rebounder and was
ninth in the nation.
She was also second on the team with
398 points and averaged 14.7 points per
game.
Also returning for the Colonels are senior
twin guards Stephany and Tiffany Davis.
A knee injury sidelined Stephany last
year but she is back in good form this year.
In the 1994-95 season, she averaged 11.4
points per game, 4.2 rebounds per game and
2.2 assists per game.
Tiffany played a big role in last year’s
team. She was second on the team with 47

offensive rebounds,
with 9.7 points per game.
Eastern Kentucky
fifth on the team with
Joining the Colonels this
University
92 total rebounds,
year will be University of
1995-96:
and scored 172 points
Kentucky transfer Chrissy
for an average of 6.4 Head coach 11-16, 7-9 OVC
Roberts, second team All1996-97 prediction:
points per game.
America selection junior forLarry Inman
Fourth place in
(117-99)
Junior guard-forward Laurel Friedman and first
OVC
at MSU
ward Tina Goodrich
team all-state selection freshwill be another starter
man guard Marla Gearhart.
on the Colonels. She is only one of three
Inman is very excited about Eastern comColonels to average in double figures last ing into the conference.
year with an average of 13.3 points per
“Eastern has a great program and I think
game. She also shot 60 percent from the they’ll enjoy the conference,” he said.
foul line last year.
“I feel Eastern will enjoy this conference
Rounding out the starting five for the because it’s competitive, but there are no
Colonels is three-point threat junior forward cut-throat types of coaches.”
Lisa Pace.
Inman also expects this to be a very comOut of the five starters, Pace is the one petitive conference this year.
who made the most three-pointers last year.
“Our conference has a lot of balance and
She made 52 of 131 threes for an average of on any night somebody will be capable of
39.7 percent.
beating you,” he said.
She was also third on the team with 112
“This conference is rich in competition
defensive rebounds and second 146 total and there is no more total domination.
rebounds. She was also third on the team Every night you have to go out ready to
with 261 total points and fourth on the team play.”
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straight victory and setting up the opportunity to knock
off OVC powerhouse Eastern Kentucky this Saturday
afternoon to grab on to their second straight playoff bid,
the Panthers are now left facing the problem of where
does the team go from here.
By observing the football players’ reactions in the
locker room after the game, I can assure you that they
aren’t good things that are going to happen. Believe me,
the looks of disbelief on some of the players’ faces gave
away the fact that this loss hurt bad and that it probably
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left a not so good taste in their mouths.
Still, there will be practice this week and there will
be a game this Saturday afternoon. Nothing in that
respect is going to change.
What is going to change, though, is what this game
will actually mean since the shot at a playoff bid is very,
very, very – did I say very – slim. Not only would the
Panthers have to knock off the Colonels in convincing
fashion, but they would also have to get more help than
the New York Jets need right about now to get into the
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playoffs.
To say the least, the Panther football team should have
never gotten to this point because it should have beaten
Middle Tennessee with all of the chances it had during
the game to do it.
Of course, there is no way to change the past so now
the Panthers must learn from the mistakes that have been
made and do everything they can to avoid them next year.
If anything can be said, it’s that the game of football is
an interesting one isn’t it?
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Harper garners OVC honor
For the fourth time this year, an
Eastern volleyball player has
been named the Ohio Valley
Conference player of the week.
Instead of it being Vanessa Wells,
though, the award has been given
to junior setter Kara Harper.
“It’s good that someone got the
award before the tournament,”
Harper said. “Our team is on a
six-game winning streak and
we’re ready to go kick some butt
in the tournament.”
Harper helped the Panthers go
3-0 this past week by dishing out
152 assists in 13 games. She also
had 51 digs and 20 kills to help

ATTITUDE

the Panthers get
the second seed
in the OVC
tournament this
weekend.
Also in this
past
week
Harper broke
the EIU career Kara Harper
assist record
previously held by Amy Van
Eekeren, who had 3,811. Harper
has 3,905 career assists.
Head coach Betty Ralston is
very pleased with the honor.
“It’s great to get this on the last
week of play and the last week
they have this out,” she said. “It’s
also nice to get somebody recognized besides Vanessa.”
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Ralston said that there is
some parts of the hitting game
that the team still has to work
on before the conference tournament.
“A few hitters are not getting
off the court fast enough for
their approach,” she said. “We
also need to be able to hit more
than one shot.”
Eastern knows that they are
going to play the winner of the
Eastern Kentucky University
and Tennessee State game in the
first round of the conference
tournament.

director Mike Wadsworth and
the Rev. William Beauchamp,
the university’s executive vice
president.
“He met with the administration and told them he’s leaving,’’ one of two university
sources, who spoke on the condition they not be identified,
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1996 OVC STANDINGS
V OLLEYBALL
Games through Nov. 12
TEAM

Southeast Missouri
Eastern Illinois
Murray State
Morehead State
Austin Peay
Middle Tennessee
Eastern Kentucky
Tennessee Tech
Tennessee-Martin
Tennessee State

pm

Jerry’s Pizza
& Pub

Conf.

18-0
13-5
13-5
10-8
9-8
8-10
7-11
5-13
4-14
2-15

Overall

24-7
19-14
23-9
11-20
15-13
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12-18
10-18
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4-23

Holtz out as Notre Dame head coach

SOUTH BEND, Ind. (AP) –
The Lou Holtz era is over at
Notre Dame.
The coach will announce at
his weekly news conference
Tuesday that he’s resigning after
11 seasons.
Details were completed at a
meeting Monday with athletic
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7:00 p.m-1:00 a.m

The top 25 teams in the Sports Network
Division I-AA football poll, with first place
votes in parenthesis, records through
Nov. 18 and previous ranking.
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middle blocker Rachel Johnson
hitting .462 and sophomore setter Emily Bell hitting .429, but
they also had four players to hit
.000 or below.
Sommer said that a key to her
good hitting was the good passing.
“I’m going to take fewer repetitions this week in practice
until my shoulder gets better,”
she said.
“The OVC is not strong in
the middle so if we get some
good passing our middles
should do well.”
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Besides the turnovers, Eastern also gave up
several big plays in Saturday’s contest that resulted in touchdowns, including a 67-yard touchdown
toss from Ronnie Gordon to Demetric Mostiller.
“The key was the turnovers because they were
totally unexpected and they really surprised us,”
Spoo said. “We just can’t do that against any
team.”
Praamsma was quick to point out that the team
was angry about the turnovers and the other mistakes that were made in Saturday’s contest, particularly because Eastern knew it was the better
team going into the game.
“We were really mad at ourselves,” he said.
“We knew we were the better team, but this is a
new week and a new game and we have to focus
on winning Saturday.”
And with the Panthers needing a win to keep
their shrinking playoff hopes alive, Spoo expects
the team to come out ready to play against an
Eastern Kentucky team that has been to the playoffs 16 out of the 18 years the I-AA playoffs have
been in place.
“We’ll be ready to play on Saturday,” he said.
“I expect us to come out fighting and play to
win.”
Praamsma added that he expects nothing less
than to see the team prepared for Saturday’s football game at O’Brien Stadium.
“Of course we are going to be ready,” he said.
“Our backs have been forced against the wall and
we would have had to beat Eastern Kentucky anyways regardless of what would have happened
against Middle Tennessee.”
Practice won’t change either.
It is going to be a normal week,” Praamsma
said. “There will probably be a little more intensity because we’ll be playing for all the seniors on
the team.”
The Panthers will take on Eastern Kentucky
this Saturday afternoon in Charleston at 1:30 p.m.
The Colonels are 6-1 in the OVC while Eastern is
5-2 in the conference.

HITTING

Harper does not take full credit
for this award.
“It’s more a reflection on our
hitter because you can’t get
assists without them,” she said.
Ralston said that Harper winning this award will not give the
team any respect, because they
have already gotten it.
“We earned respect by the way
we played our first year,” she
said.
“The preseason poll was more
on pride and not wanting to see
someone new do well. Middle,
Tech and Morehead were picked
to finish at the top and us and
Austin Peay beat them. This is a
league that tends to vary from
year to year.”
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509 Van Buren

told The Associated Press.
School spokesman John
Heisler declined to confirm
Holtz’s resignation, saying only
he had met with Wadsworth and
Beauchamp.
Wadsworth declined comment, and Beauchamp was not
immediately available.
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Panthers keep focus on weekend
BRIAN LESTER
Sports editor

Panthers left
playoff hopes
in Tennessee
There is a song by singer
Tony Bennett called “I Left My
Heart in San Francisco.”
Well, the Panthers didn’t
leave their hearts in San
Francisco, as far as I know.
However,
down
in
Murfreesboro, Tenn. Saturday
afternoon, the Panther football
team all but left its playoff
hopes at Middle Tennessee after
dropping a 31-24 Ohio Valley
Conference decision to the Blue
Raiders.
Yes, the Panthers were
favored to win Saturday’s football game and they should have.
However, they simply didn’t
win it because they failed to
execute when it counted.
The three interceptions
thrown by quarterback Mike
Simpson – two of them coming
during late fourth-quarter scoring drives that could have knotted the game at 31-31 – certainly didn’t help in any way.
Those picks basically shot
the Panthers right in the foot,
the leg, the head and even the
arm. I think you get the point.
But blaming the loss on the
interceptions alone would not
be fair.
There were also the three
fumbles the Panthers had in the
game.
I’m no football expert, but
combining the three fumbles
with the three interceptions
does not really add up to a win.
Also, coming out about as
flat as pop that has been sitting
out for two days didn’t help the
Panthers cause either on
Saturday afternoon.
This flatness was partly due
to the fact that head coach Bob
Spoo said the guys just didn’t
have the intensity he would
have liked all week in practice.
And it did show because during Eastern’s first two drives of
the game, the Panthers were
intercepted and went three and
out.
After Middle Tennessee went
up 7-0, the Panthers fumbled on
their next drive instead of tying
the game.
Just to show how slow
Eastern was in getting out of
the gate in the opening 15 minutes, the Panthers only had the
ball for a mere 4:32 while only
chalking up 21 yards.
By halftime, the Panthers had
only racked up 90 yards of
offense – their lowest halftime
output of their four-game road
swing.
So now the big question is
what happens next?
Instead of getting their fourth
See LESTER page 10

Mindset of team
unchanged after
31-24 setback
By BRIAN LESTER
Sports editor

With the smoke clearing from
the bomb that had been dropped
on Eastern’s playoff hopes after
a 31-24 loss to Middle
Tennessee Saturday afternoon,
there are plenty of questions
that have to be answered.
But while the play of the
offense and defense will have to
be analyzed by the coaches and
players, the mental attitude of
the team after this loss is also a
concern.
Reason being is that the
Panthers’ game against Eastern
Kentucky this Saturday afternoon was suppossed to decide
whether or not the Panthers
extend their season.
But since Eastern lost to
Middle Tennessee, the odds of
making the playoffs are slim, as
the coaching staff had stressed
the importance of winning out
the rest of the season.
And head coach Bob Spoo
was quick to mention that he let
the team know right away about
the situation it is in going into
the Eastern Kentucky game.
“They know it’s a different
ballgame and Eastern Kentucky
is one of the better teams in IAA football,” Spoo said
Monday night.
“We talked about the slim

chance of making the playoffs
and we really expect an effort
from the get go on Saturday. We
can’t wait for the second half to
start playing.”
As for the attitude of the team
after Monday’s practice, Spoo
said it was somewhat difficult to
interpret.
“It was hard to tell,” he said.
“The team was somewhat subdued but we went through the
workout as we normally
would.”
Junior fullback Conrad
Praamsma added that the team’s
attitude was not as bad as one
would expect since there is still
a slight possibility the Panthers
could make the playoffs.
“The players had a pretty
good attitude,” Praamsma said.
“It was a normal practice
like every other week and we
know we have to beat Eastern
Kentucky in order to have a
chance at making the playoffs.”
While the team’s focus is still
the same, there are still aspects
that need to be worked on.
For starters, the Panthers
turned the football over a season-high six times despite racking up more passing (308-238)
and rushing (170-121) yards
than Middle Tennessee.
Going into Saturday’s conference showdown, the Panthers
were plus 13 in the turnover
margin.
On the other hand, the Blue
Raiders only turned the ball
over once in the game, and that
came in early in the second half.
See ATTITUDE page 11

IBE MASAYUKI/Staff Photographer
Fullback Conrad Praamsma runs over a Middle Tennessee defender
during the Panthers’ 31-24 loss on Saturday. Eastern will try to keep
its slim playoff hopes alive against Eastern Kentucky Saturday.

Spikers’ hitting influential in victories
By MATT WILSON
Staff writer

CHET PIOTROWSKI JR./Photo editor
Senior outside hitter Vanessa Wells goes up to block a set in the
Panthers’ victory over Morehead State on Saturday afternoon. The
Panthers travel to Murray State this weekend for the Ohio Valley
Conference Tournament.

One of the big reasons for the
Panther volleyball team’s success
this weekend was their hitting
percentages.
“We have been concentrating
with our passing because with
better passing comes better hitting,” head coach Betty Ralston
said.
On Friday in their victory over
Eastern Kentucky University, the
Panthers had a hitting percentage
of .207 while the Colonels hit
.128.
Even in their first game loss,
the Panthers outhit Eastern
Kentucky .210-.182.
Games three and four are when
the hitting percentages really
started to differentiate.
In game three, the Panthers hit
.289 compared to Eastern
Kentucky’s .122. In game four,
Eastern hit .231 while the
Colonels hit .071.
Many people hit very well for
the Panthers in this match.
Junior outside hitter Lindsey
Celba lead the team with a .444
hitting percentage while freshman
outside hitter Meleah Cutler hit
for a .243 average.
Senior outside hitter Shelby
Addington lead the Colonels with
a .319 average, but the closest
player to Addington’s average
was freshman middle blocker
Kelly Smith who hit .130.
Eastern continued their hitting

success in their victory over
Morehead State University on
Saturday outhitting them .201 to
.164.
The one game that the Panthers
lost they were outhit. Morehead
State won game one and hit .209
compared to Eastern’s .145.
Eastern hitting success really
came out in game three when
they hit .243 compared to the
Lady Eagles -.026.
After hitting .121 against
Eastern Kentucky, junior middle

Kara Harper wins OVC
player of the week honor
■ Story page 11
hitter Lori Sommer hit .372
against Morehead State.
“I struggled against Eastern
Kentucky because they had a
really good blocker,” Sommer
said.
“The next day I was determined to find more holes and get
the ball down.”
Cutler had another good hitting
day, hitting for a .280 average this
time.
“Kara (Harper) made some
really good sets and when Cari
(Stuchly) came in, she also did
very well,” Cutler said.
The Lady Eagles had two people hit over .400 with sophomore
See HITTING page 11

